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Created by: Mario Puzo
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Leave the gun Take the cannoli - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yHzh0PvMWTI
Dec 09, 2009 · This feature is not available right now. Please try again later.

Peter Clemenza - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Clemenza

Overvi… Contents The Godfath… The Godfather Par… The Sicilian The Godfather Retur… Video game versi…

Peter Clemenza is a fictional character appearing in Mario Puzo's novel
The Godfather and two of the three films based on it. He is played by
Academy Award-nominee Richard Castellano in Francis Ford Coppola's
film adaptation of the novel, and by Bruno Kirby in The Godfather Part II.

See more on en.wikipedia.org · Text under CC-BY-SA license
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What does the saying, "Leave the gun, take the canoli ...
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20090721142619AAvaKRu
Jul 20, 2009 · The power of the line comes in the contrast: "Leave the gun"--Wisdom of
the world. "Take the canoli" Wisdom of the home. The tragedy in the line is that
Clemenza is such a seasoned killer.

Leave the gun. Take the cannoli? | Yahoo AnswersOct 17, 2017Status: Resolved

The Godfather: "leave the gun, take the cannoli.? | Yâ€¦Jan 31, 2010Status: Resolved

Where does the quote "take the cannoli, leave the guâ€¦Sep 09, 2007Status: Resolved

what does "leave the gun take the cannoli" mean? | â€¦Sep 06, 2007Status: Resolved
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Amazon.com: leave the gun take the cannoli
www.amazon.com › Search › leave the gun take the cannoli
Leave the Gun, Take The Cannoli Tee Shirts stylish design for Godfather Fans Leave
The Gun, Take The Cannoli - Classic Famous Quote From The Godfather - Poster by
Leave the gun, take the cannoli.

The Godfather (1972) - Quotes - IMDb
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0068646/quotes
[while talking, Clemenza takes the gun and begins working on it to fix the trigger]
Clemenza: You know, Mike, you're gonna turn out all right. You take a long vacation, â€¦

Story of the Scene: The Godfather (1972) | The
Independent
www.independent.co.uk › Culture › Film › Features
As Rocco gets out the car, Clemenza says: "Leave the gun â€“ take the cannoli." He
takes the food as Paulie lies slumped against the steering wheel. Coppola gave all credit
to the actor in later years: "Richie improvised the line," he said.

leave the gun take the cannoli | eBay
www.ebay.com › Search › leave the gun take the cannoli
Find great deals on eBay for leave the gun take the cannoli. Shop with confidence.

Amazon.com: leave the gun take the cannoli t shirt
www.amazon.com › Search › leave the gun take the cannoli t shirt
Leave the Gun, Take The Cannoli Tee Shirts stylish design for Godfather Fans. Leave
The Gun Take The Cannolis Italian. by The Cannolis. $18.99 $ 18 99 Prime.
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Leave the Gun, Take the Cannoli - Slate Magazine
www.slate.com/.../2007/06/leave_the_gun_take_the_cannoli.html
They don't want to be caught with the weapon while fleeing the scene. If they've taken
precautions to keep the gun from being traced back to them, it won't be much help to the
police. In that case, it's better to leave it for the cops.

'Leave the Gun, Take the Cannoli' - Purple Clover
https://www.purpleclover.com/entertainment/2637-40-years-speaking...
â€œI mean, consider the 'leave the gun, take the cannoli' line from Clemenza. That
resonates with all kinds of folks because it is so wonderfully absurdist. But for kids who
grew up like us, it's almost Proustian. We can recall dozens, perhaps hundreds of times,
when ugly family things stopped because it was mealtime â€” and mealtime was sacred.
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Ad · www.amazon.com
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Shop Our Huge Selection · Read Ratings & Reviews · Explore Amazon Devices

Find Top Products on eBay | ebay.com
Ad · www.ebay.com
Over 70% New & Buy It Now; THIS is the new eBay. Find Great Deals now!
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